Motivation: Molecular biology and ecology studies can produce high dimension data. Estimating correlations and shared variation between such data sets are an important step in disentangling the relationships between different elements of a biological system. Unfortunately, classical approaches are susceptible to producing falsely inferred correlations. Results: Here we propose a corrected version of the Procrustean correlation coefficient that is robust to high dimensional data. This allows for a correct estimation of the shared variation between two data sets and the partial correlation coefficients between a set of matrix data. Availability: The proposed corrected coeficients are implemented in the ProcMod R package available on https://git.metabarcoding.org/ lecasofts/ProcMod Contact: eric.coissac@metabarcoding.org 1 Introduction 1 Multidimensional data and even high-dimensional data, where the num-2 ber of variables describing each sample is far larger than the sample count, 3 is now routinely produced in functional genomics (e.g. transcriptomics, 4 proteomics or metabolomics) and molecular ecology (e.g. DNA metabar-5 coding and metagenomics). Using a range of techniques, the same sam-6 ple set can be described by several multidimensional data sets, each of 7 them describing a different facet of the samples. This enables data anal-8 ysis methods to evaluate mutual information shared by these different 9 descriptions.
data sets. The creation of incorrect correlations from over-fitting con-RLs is part of the Procruste framework that aims to superimpose a set 48 of points with respect to another through three operations: a translation, 49 a rotation, and a scaling. The optimal transfer matrix RotX→Y can be 50 estimated from the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the covariance 51 matrix X Y . SVDs factorize any matrix as the product of three matrices 
As in the case of RLs(X, Y), IRLs(X, Y) ∈ [0; 1], the 0 value corre-73 sponding to no correlation and the maximum value 1 reflects two strictly 74 homothetic data sets. 75 The corollary of ICovLs(X, Y) and IVarLs(X) definitions is that 76 ICovLs(X, Y) 0 and IVarLs(X) > 0. Therefore for M = 77 {M1, M2, ..., M k } a set of k matrices with the same number of rows, 78 the informative covariance matrix C defined as Ci,j = ICovLs(Mi, Mj) 79 is definite positive and symmetrical. This allows for defining the preci-80 sion matrix P = C −1 and the related partial correlation coefficent matrix 81 IRLs partial using Equation (7) 82 IRLs partial (Mi, Mj) = Pi,j Pi,iPj,j
3 Methods structure as X and Y, respectively, in terms of number of columns and of the covariance matrix of these columns.
To estimate IVarLs(X), which is equal to ICovLs(X, X) ,
90
RCovLs(X, X) is estimated with two independent sets of random matrix 91 RX and RY , both having the same structure than X.
92
Empirical assessment of RCovLs(X, Y)
93
For two random vectors x and y of length n, the average coefficient of 94 determination is R 2 = 1/(n − 1). This value is independent of the dis- For p = 1, random vectors with n ∈ [3, 25] are generated. As above, 120 data were drawn from N (0, 1) and k = 100 simulations which were run for As in the case of the coefficient of determination (R 2 ), RLs 2 represents 126 the part of shared variation between two matrices. Because of over-fitting 127 in high-dimension data, RLs and therefore RLs 2 are over-estimated.
128
Between two matrices perform to evaluate the shared variation, pairs of random matrices were 131 produced for two values of p ∈ {10, 100} and n ∈ {10, 25}, and for several 132 levels of shared variations ranging between 0.1 and 1 using 0.1 increments.
133
For each combination of parameters, k = 100 simulations were run, and 134 both RLs 2 and IRLs 2 were estimated using 100 randomizations.
135
Between two vectors 136 Coefficient of determination between two vectors also suffers from over-137 estimation when n, the number of considered points, is small. On average,
138
for two random vectors of size n, R 2 = 1/(n − 1). This random part of 139 the shared variation inflates the observed shared variation even for non- 
144
To evaluate the strength of that over-estimation and the relative effect To evaluate the capacity of partial determination coefficient IRLs 2 partial to 152 distangle nested correlations, a set of correlated matrices were generated.
153
To generate two random matrices A, B, sharing w ∈ [0, 1] part of vari-154 ation, two independent random matrices A and ∆ were generated such 155 as VarLs(A) = 1 and VarLs(∆) = 1.The ∆rot matrix was computed as 156 the alignment of ∆ on A using the optimal procruste rotation. Then B 157 is computed using equation 10 :
Following this method, four matrices A, B, C, and D of size n × p = RLs, like RV and dCor, is susceptible to overfitting which increases when 212 n decreases, and p or q increase. Because RV is more comparable to 213 R 2 , when RLs and dCor are more comparable to R, RV values increase 214 more slowly than RLs and dCor values with p ( Figure 2A ). As expected
215
IRLs values for non-correlated matrices are close to 0 regardless of p 216 (Figure 2A ). Figure 4 : Shared variation between two vectors is mesured using the classical R 2 , its ajusted version R 2 adj and (IRLs 2 ). A gradiant of shared variation is simulated for two vector sizes (n ∈ {10, 25}). The black dashed line corresponds to a perfect match where measured R 2 equals the simulated one. Figure 5 : Estimation error on the partial determination coefficient. Error is defined as the absolute value of the difference between the expected and the estimated partial R 2 using the corrected IRLs partial and not corrected RLs partial procruste correlation coefficient. can also be used to evaluate correlation between two univariate datasets.
282
Using IRLs for such data sets is correcting for spurious correlations when 283 the number of individual is small more efficiently than classical correction 284 (see Figure 4 , Theil et al., 1958) .
285
The main advantage of IRLs over other matrix correlation coefficients 286 The second advantage of IRLs is that its definition implies that the 292 variance/co-variance matrix of a set of matrices is positive-definite. That 293 allows for estimating partial correlation coefficients matrix by inverting 294 the variance/co-variance matrix. The effect of the correction is less strong 295 on such partial coefficients than on full correlation, but the partial coef-296 ficients that should theoretically be estimated to zero seem to be better 297 identified after the correction. 298 6 Conclusion
299
A common approach to estimate strengh of the relationship between two 300 variables is to estimate the part of shared variation. This single value 301 ranging from zero to one is easy to interpret. Such value can also be 302 computed between two sets of variable, but the estimation is more than 303 for simple vector data subject to over estimation because the over-fitting 304 phenomena which is amplified for high dimensional data. With IRLs and 305 its squared value, we propose an easy to compute correlation and determi- 
